
18-10-2020 Avyakt BapDada 18-10-2020

Beloved Avyakt image, Mother, Father, BapDada’s loving instrument teachers who are always merged
in God’s love, and brothers and sisters of this land and abroad who are the decoration of the Brahmin

clan, please accept sweet, spiritual love-filled remembrance.

This new type of “avyakt meeting” in the drama is filling all the children with new zeal and new enthusiasm.
Look, all the children everywhere are celebrating an avyakt meeting with BapDada online and becoming
very happy. With the vehicle of their intellect, each one has reached their home Madhuban in a subtle form.
This first turn has begun with the Uttar Pradesh (UP) zone. Some main teachers and brothers from there have
come to Shantivan and are doing 3 days tapasya bhatthi. All are paying attention to social distancing and also
wearing masks for their own protection and also for the protection of the family. This is also a new scene of
the drama that we are all witnessing as detached observers. Singing songs of “Wah Baba, wah! Wah drama,
wah!”, all are very happy. Everywhere, with facilities of science, they are having very good experiences.
Today, sweet Baba has drawn the attention of the world server children: As well as serving with words, also
serve with your mind. All brothers and sisters are definitely practicing this anyway. Baba says: Children,
now become a conqueror of Maya, a conqueror of the mind and a conqueror of the world and always be
ever-ready. Since the Father is your Teacher, do not make time your teacher. Make intense effort in advance
and pass with honours. Listening to such sweet inspirational elevated versions, everyone will definitely make
special effort according to this homework. Achcha. Lots of remembrance to all.

While doing service through your mindof giving souls even a drop, make intense effort

over a long period of time and remain ever-ready and you will become a bead of the rosary.

Today, the Father, the Ocean of Love, has come to meet His loving children. The children remembered “My
Baba, come!” and so the Father says: My loving children, love has such an attraction that every child has
made the Father belong to them and the Father said “My child” to every child and merged each child in Him.
It is a wonder! The children said “My Baba” and the word “my” is filled with so much love that the Father
also said “My children!” Love is such that it completely changes you from what you were. Waves of love are
flowing from the forehead of every child and BapDada is pleased to see this. Love is the means with which
to make someone’s heart belong to you. Seeing the waves of love flowing from each child, BapDada was
very pleased.

BapDada is now going to conduct a five minute drill with all of you. Save all your devotees and unhappy and
peaceless souls who are remembering you and calling out: “O our ancestors, give us peace for even a short
time. Give us a drop of happiness”. With the power of your mind, while sitting here, make those
soulsemerge. Can you hear them calling out, “Save us! Save us!”? Enable rays of happiness and peace to
reach such souls with the power of your mind. Repeatedly continue to serve through your mind in this way
because, together with the Father, you children are also world servers. Just as you become instruments to
serve through words throughout the day, in the same way, every now and then, continue to practise serving
through the mind. There is also benefit for you in this because if your mind remains constantly busy in
service, you will then be saved from the useless and wasteful thoughts that Maya creates in between. You
will not have to work hard. What response would you give if BapDada were to ask you now how you are?
“That you are making effort, but sometimes…” You are not making effort all the time. BapDada now wants
to see the end of the word “sometimes” in the record of all the children. Is it possible for the word
“sometimes” to finish? Will you be ready when the time comes? Instead of “It is happening or “It definitely
has to happen”, can you become  ever-ready? Why? If you make the sanskar of being a conqueror of Maya, a



conqueror of the mind and a conqueror of the world your practice over a long period of time, then in the final
moments, this practice over a long period of time will also make you victorious and make you a bead of the
special rosary. You will then pass with honours. Not just pass, pass with honours. So speak! Do you have
this courage? You want to pass with honours, do you not? They are the ones who become worshippers from
the copper age till now, that is, they become beads of the rosary. You have the pure thought to make yourself
a bead of the rosary, do you not?

Every day at amrit vela, BapDada looks at the beads of His rosary and has a special celebration with them.
Do all of you consider yourselves to be beads of a rosary? There is also another rosary of 16,000, but that is
the second rosary. The special rosary that is worthy of praise and worship is the first rosary. Today, BapDada
was seeing those beads, because, together with Brahma Baba, it is they who specially claim a right to the
kingdom. Today, Father Brahma was seeing his intense effort-making children of the present time and, of
course, only two would sit on the future throne of the kingdom, but the first rosary is of those who are
companions in the kingdom. Have you checked yourselves? You will return home with BapDada because it
is now the return journey for all of you. Since you have to return anyway, you will return with the Father, not
alone. So, who will be the beads that are close and return home with the Father? Those who are intense
effort-makers over a long period of time. Not just effort-makers, those who only do something sometimes.
Only those who have been equal to the Father over a long period of time will claim a right to the kingdom.
So, what do you think? Are you making intense effort? Those who feel that they are in the line of effort-
makers should raise their hands. Those who are intense effort-makers, raise your hands high! You are raising
your hands very low. Achcha, many of you are raising your hands. Raise your hands high once again! Not
(low) like that. Achcha.

BapDada sees the children’s chart every day. The majority are intense effort-makers but they also add the
word “sometimes” to it. However, what is the Father saying? Attention please! There should not be any
upheaval even in your subtle thoughts. You definitely have to be unshakeable, immovable and one with pure
thoughts over a long period of time. Some children have a very sweet heart-to-heart conversation. They say:
Baba, we will definitely become ready because as the time comes closer there will be more situations of
upheaval and so there will automatically be disinterest. However, then who is your teacher? Time or the
Father? Time is your creation. The Father is now signalling to you that intense effort over a long period of
time will make you pass with honours at the end. Everyone will pass, but, in order to pass with honours it is
essential to make continuous intense effort over a long period of time. Therefore, note down today’s date. If,
even now, it is “sometimes”, if you think that something will happen, if you continue to use these words in
the future….. The Father’s love is always there. He has love even for the last bead. Why? They have said
“My Baba” from their heart. Even great souls of today do not say “My Baba” but they at least believe “My
Baba”, and so the Father loves them too. The Father constantly has love for the children; till the last moment
and even for the last one. It is love that has made you belong to the Father. BapDada has also said that the
majority of you have love for BapDada and it will remain, but you don’t need just love, you also need power.
You also need to make intense effort.

BapDada has faith in the children and this is why He is giving multimillionfold congratulations to the
children from now. Wah children! wah! You are courageous. With your courage, you will definitely receive
the Father’s help. Now, do one thing. In order to keep your mind busy, just as the Father had earlier told you
to put a stop in a second, you are a point and you have to put a point and see everyone as a point. When you
see everyone as a point you will not have any other thoughts. Pay attention to serving through your mind! So
many unhappy souls are crying out and so you have to focus your mind on extra service of giving them rays.
Service through the mind is very elevated service. It is beneficial for those who are unhappy and also
beneficial for you. There is double benefit. You serve through words and that service is increasing; you are



doing that from your heart. The numbers are increasing, the number of centres is increasing. The majority of
you are good in serving through words; not everyone, but the majority of you. In the same way, now
continue to do the service of giving a drop to special souls. Do not keep your mind free. Keep your mind
busy in one service or another: in giving powers through your mind, in serving through words, serving with
virtues in your actions, in the service of giving happiness to your relatives and contacts. Keep your mind
busy in all these different types of service, because who are the richest souls in the world? It is you, is it not?
How many treasures have you received? So, serve with every treasure. The more you use these treasures for
service, the more they will increase and this is why just as you pay attention to serving the self, in the same
way, pay attention throughout the day to serving by giving rays through your mind to unhappy souls and
your devotees. They are crying out a lot; you are not able to hear them. In the majority, there is one reason or
another for sorrow in every home. Who will give such unhappy ones happiness? Speak! Who will give it? It
is you, is it not? So, throughout the day, check your service through the mind. How much time are you giving
to it? Just as you give time to yourself, in the same way, how much time do you give to serving through your
mind? You are merciful, are you not? So have mercy for those who are unhappy. You have a song, do you
not? “O mother and father, have mercy for those who are unhappy!” BapDada has to hear a lot of this. You
can’t hear it as much, but now, listen to it. Where would those people go? They are your brothers and sisters.
So, benefit yourself and keep your mind busy and also remove the sorrow of unhappy ones. They are crying
out, their hearts are crying out. BapDada hears this and remembers you children. O My beloved children, my
long-lost and now-found children, now have a merciful heart. Be co-operative with Brahmins too. No matter
what type of sanskars someone has, what is your duty? To have conflict with that sanskar or to free that soul
from the conflict of sanskars? The title “Remover of Sorrow and Bestower of Happiness” is your title too, is
it not? You are the Father’s companions, are you not? Father’s companions, what thought have you had? You
are going to transform the sorrow and peacelessness of this world and bring happiness and peace, are you
not? You have to do this. Raise your hands! You are going to do this? Or, are you just going to watch? It is
happening, but it has to change now. Even if it is Brahmin souls, do not just continue to watch and think that
they are doing it, but also transform them through your words and thoughts in the mind. You should not have
to do it. BapDada continues to hear that that matter has reached BapDada. Since you have given this
situation to Him, then you yourself should follow the Father’s directions because BapDada is responsible and
the special beloved companion children are His instruments. So, instead of having waste thoughts in your
mind, now constantly give co-operation to the unhappy and disturbed souls, whether they are Brahmin souls
or anyone else. Be co-operative. Achcha.

It is the turn of UP, Benares, West Nepal to serve: It is good. Devotees from everywhere come to UP a lot.
Those from UP definitely have to give the message to the devotees. It is your duty to give the message and
then it is in their hands for them to create their fortune and how much of it they create. However, they should
not complain to you that you did not give them the message “Our Father came and He came to give us the
inheritance. We would have claimed some inheritance, at least!” You do do this, because the Father receives
the news. In any case it is easy for you to give the message to everyone whenever possible. Father Brahma
and Jagadamba, the World Mother had a lot of love for UP. Father Brahma went to UP just as much as he
went to Bombay. The place where Father Brahma placed his footsteps is so fortunate! Both Lucknow and
Kanpur have had a right to this fortune. Bombay also became that, but it is now the turn of UP. Drops of
teachings from the mother and father have fallen directly on UP. What does UP have to do for the future
now? You do service through words in the melas, but, according to the present time, BapDada has been
telling everyone until now to bring heirs and well-known mikes. “Well known” means those whose words
create an impact on the ones who hear them. Prepare such mikes. Each centre, whether small or big, if it is in
the list of centres then they definitely have to give the proof because there is no guarantee about the time.
Anything can happen at any time. This is why BapDada is telling all the zones, and even those who have not



come. Baba is telling all the zones: Now, move forward! Classes continue to take place. The numbers are
continuing to increase but now prepare those who will become instruments. In order to create them,
BapDada has seen that there are such souls in all the zones who can become instruments. You are doing it,
but now increase your speed a little. Achcha.

Everyone has now met. You come having made lots of preparations. Every Wing comes having made a lot of
preparations. BapDada does know that, but He also has to consider the time. Baba is giving lots and lots of in
advance multimillionfold congratulations to all of you for becoming intense effort-makers from now. Now,
of those who have come this time, you must be hearing the murli regularly. Is there anyone who doesn’t hear
the murli? Raise your hands! No one. Achcha. Those who do not listen to or read the murli, stand up! There
are a few. It doesn’t matter, but from now, for the remaining time… These are the Father’s elevated versions.
BapDada comes from the supreme abode and Brahma Baba comes from the subtle region and they speak the
elevated versions, so do not miss a murli for even a single day. You would then get off BapDada’s heart-
throne. Those who miss the murli should understand that they are not the masters of the three thrones and
that they will only become masters of two thrones according to their capacity. Therefore, MURLI, MURLI,
MURLI, because the murli has directions for every day. There are directions for all four subjects, and you
have to receive directions for every day. All those who are missing it for one reason or another should make a
programme for themselves so that they can hear the murli. Find one method of salvation or another.
Inventions of science nowadays have been made for you. Science was invented about 100 years before Shiv
Baba entered Brahma Baba. It has to be useful to you and this is why you should use it. Take benefit.
Achcha.

To the children who are sitting in front of Baba, or wherever you are hearing the murli, love and
remembrance from the depths of the heart, with deep love, and namaste.

*** Om Shanti ***


